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As part of the ERC project ‘Continuity or Rupture? Art and Architecture in Central and Eastern
Europe, 1918-1939 (CRAACE)’, my research focuses on the dialectic between ‘nostalgic’ or
‘vernacular’ modernism and the avant-garde in three of the Habsburg follow-up states between
1918 and 1939: Austria, Czechoslovakia and Hungary. By examining the tension between
metropolitanism and regionalism, it casts a critical gaze on artistic and cultural sites outside
traditional cultural centres of Central Europe, Vienna, Prague and Budapest. With few
exceptions, regional centres have tended to be the domain of local histories with little wider
significance. My project, in contrast, examines their place in the broader conflicting currents of
interwar artistic practices and in current scholarship in order to destabilise the dominant
narratives of Central European modernism in place. As a counterweight to the culture of the
capitals, regional centres such as Brno, Košice and Szeged developed modernist tendencies that
appear ‘anachronistic’ to traditional narratives of Central European avant-gardes. Nonetheless,
they have formed an integral part of the cultural landscape and played diverse and significant
roles in the development of national, metropolitan and regional identities.
For the seminar series, I propose a case study of this extended research with the re-evaluation of
so-called Košice modernism, which has gained attention through a series of exhibitions in

Slovakia and Poland since 2013. 1 Their focus emphasised Košice’s exceptionally productive art
scene in the early- to mid-1920s, facilitated by its particularity of place as a border town and its
multi-ethnic cultural heritage, with Slovak, Hungarian, German, Jewish, and Czech influences.
Eugen Krón’s private art school and the East Slovak Museum, headed and remodelled by Josef
Polák, led to a flourishing and outward-looking cultural scene at the newly drawn eastern border
between Czechoslovakia and Hungary. Given the diversity of its representatives, ranging from
Anton Jasusch’s existentialist expressionism to the constructivist graphic designs by Sándor
Bortnyik, a member of the Hungarian avant-garde around Lajos Kassák, artistic production in
Košice was as multifaceted as the origins of its producers. Trained in Vienna, Berlin, Paris and
Budapest, the city’s artists arrived from across Central and Western Europe and stayed in Košice
for varying periods of time – in the case of the Hungarian avant-gardists only a few months after
the crushing of the Hungarian Republic of Councils in August 1919; in the case of Jasusch, his
entire life after returning from Russian imprisonment after the Great War.
While there was no programme that could have represented Košice modernism as a united group,
the city’s pluralist culture was united by a shared enthusiasm for modern life and urban culture,
as well as the blurred the boundaries between modernity and tradition most of its artists
followed. In effect, Košice modernism represents a forward-looking ‘vernacular modernism’, in
which a formal variety ranging from post-impressionism to constructivism and magical realism
is joined with the social and political realities of the city and its environment: working with,
rather than against, tradition, avant-garde tendencies largely remained foreign to Košice
modernism, and its close engagement with contemporary life never lost contact to the visual
traditions of the Habsburg Empire. 2
Zsófia Kiss-Szemán, who has produced extensive literature on Košice modernism, has defined
the city as ‘one of the centres of Central European modern art’ in the early- to mid-1920s. 3 In
lieu, parallels have been drawn between the idea of a pluralist, united Europe and the city’s
social fabric, as Jacek Purchla writes: ‘the phenomenon of Košice is the phenomenon of the
European Core – a Europe of diversity, multiculturalism and multiple meanings’. 4
Accordingly, the authors agree, Košice’s internationalism is also the reason why the city’s
regional history of art has long been omitted from a ‘grand narrative’ of modern Slovak art,
which had a strong nationalist framework. In effect, Košice modernism, defined by its
geographical location rather than a unifying programme or formal direction, has gained status of
the ‘exceptional’ in the history of modern art in Slovakia.
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Looking closer, however, the current narrative has a proverbial elephant in the room, which
holds the potential to reframe Košice within the wider project of Czechoslovak interwar
modernism. It goes by the name of Josef Polák. Born to Jewish parents in Prague in 1886, Polák
was a lawyer, who had also attended private art history seminars and was an active member of
the Czech-Jewish movement. 5 He settled in Košice after the Great War and, officially entrusted
with the task to promote the new Czechoslovak state, first became the manager and then the
director of the East Slovak Museum. Leading the institution until 1939 and curating a series of
ground-breaking exhibitions there, Polák held a central role in the cultural politics of Košice
modernism, inviting and supporting artists from across Czechoslovakia and Hungary to
contribute to the city’s cultural life.
Yet while acknowledging Polák as an important figure, publications on Košice modernism
neither assess his position nor his social and ideological origins closely, placing focus instead on
local artists, most notably Jasusch, who lived in Košice for most of his life. The present narrative
of Košice modernism thus pronounces the city’s importance in the history of Slovak national art,
while avoiding the difficult issue of Czech-Slovak cooperation in Slovakia after 1918, which
may be raised by focusing on Polák. 6 As a Czech of Jewish origin, active in a Slovak town long
dominated by Hungarian cultural policy, Polák at once represented the social and political legacy
of the Habsburg Empire, as well as ‘Europe’s new Switzerland’, as Czechoslovakia was to be
presented officially. 7
I propose that an analysis of Polák’s position as a cultural actor would allow for a
reconsideration of the exceptional status that has been accorded to Košice modernism within the
history of Slovak art, and help to integrate it into a wider narrative of East-Central European
modernism. With a focus on Polák as the facilitator of a network that spanned across
Czechoslovakia – and beyond – the regional particularities of Košice modernism emerge as part
of a wider project which had the aim to present Czechoslovak culture as multi-faceted and
‘innately democratic’. 8 As a strategy of cultural politics, this was of particular significance in a
newly established border town such as Košice, which had been occupied by Hungary in 1918
and was only fully ceded to Czechoslovakia in the following year. 9
Changing the trajectory of inquiry to Polák, Košice modernism opens up new perspectives, in
which it serves as a cultural legitimisation of multi-ethnic Czechoslovakia, continuing on from
the Habsburg Empire. Uniting tradition with progress, centre with ‘periphery’, and mediating
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international influences with the realities of the new nation state, Košice provided an ideal
ground for explorations of a multifaceted ‘Czechoslovak’ culture.
In light of the seminar series’ aims to establish a framework for researching art historical
narratives in East-Central Europe on a comparative basis, the reframing of Košice modernism, as
a case study, has the potential to broaden our current understanding of modernism through the
incorporation of isolated, local histories. On the one hand, its inclusion into a wider history of art
challenges established norms of periodisation, and advocates a horizontal approach, which
favours pluralism, rather than national, top-down frameworks. On the other hand, Košice
modernism challenges ideas that modernism developed ‘organically’, suggesting that it was
part of a carefully constructed programme, which served national political ends. By facing the
contradictions that such local narratives entail and by incorporating them into East-Central
European art history, studies of the region avoid reduction by acknowledging difference, while
supporting the comparative and transnational approaches that a contemporary history of art
should move towards.
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